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3 Recurrences and Umbral Calculus 203.1 She�er polynomials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 213.2 Lattice path counting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254 Extensions of the Umbral Calculus 265 Epilogue: Classical Umbral Calculus 271 IntroductionThe roots of Umbral Calculus can be traced back to the previous century (see Bell (1938)).The name Umbral Calculus was invented by Sylvester (referred to as `that great inventorof unsuccesful terminology' in Roman and Rota (1978)). This `calculus' (also known underthe names Blissard Calculus or Symbolic Calculus) is a set of heuristic devices in whichsubscripts are treated as powers. Let us look at an example to see what is meant by this (arecent exposition with more examples can be found in Guinand (1979)).The Bernoulli numbers Bn are de�ned by the generating function1Xn=0Bn xnn! = xex � 1 : (1)The magic trick used in the 19th century Umbral Calculus is to write1Xn=0Bn xnn! ' 1Xn=0Bn xnn! = eBx; (2)where we use the ' symbol to stress the purely formal character of this manipulation. Atrivial standard algebraic manipulation then yieldse(B + 1)x � eBx ' x; (3)from which we deduce by equating coe�cients of xnn! that(B + 1)n � Bn ' �1n; (4)where �1n denotes the Kronecker delta. If we now expand (4) using the Binomial Theorem andchange the superscripts back to subscripts, we obtain the following relation for the Bernoullinumbers: n�1Xk=0 �nk�Bk = �1n; (5)which can be shown to be true (a standard direct proof is possible by considering the reciprocalpower series (ex � 1)=x). Many more examples of similar manipulations with valid resultsare known (see e.g. Guinand (1979)). It is interesting to note that this technique is usedextensively in the well-known standard works Riordan (1958) and Riordan (1968). Attemptsto put this `calculus' on a �rm foundation were unsuccesful (e.g. Bell (1940)). A majorobstacle was to explain why it is not allowed to write:�eBx�2 � e2Bx;2



which yields the obviously invalid identity2xex � 1 = � xex � 1�2 :A major breakthrough was achieved in Rota (1964), where the process of lowering superscriptswas replaced by the action of functionals on polynomials in order to deal with problems relatedto partitions. This idea was extended in Mullin and Rota (1970) to a theory of shift-invariantoperators acting on polynomials and an associated class of so-called polynomials of binomialtype. This paper can also be seen as a direct predecessor to Joyal (1981); a recent extensionof the concept of species that relates all polynomials of binomial type (including polynomialswith negative coe�cients) to species can be found in Senato, Venezia, and Yang (1997).Subsequently this modern form of Umbral Calculus was extended in Rota, Kahaner, andOdlyzko (1973) to the class of She�er polynomials.In Section 2 we will present the main results of Mullin and Rota (1970). She�er polynomialsand their use by Niederhausen for solving recurrences are the subject of Section 3. An overviewof some extensions of the Umbral Calculus (multivariate polynomials, generalized di�erentialoperators, classical Umbral Calculus etc.) is given in Section 4.These introductory lecture notes can only show a glimpse of the many rami�cations of theUmbral Calculus. For a major overview of the Umbral Calculus we refer to Di Bucchianicoand Loeb (1995). An uno�cial HTML version can be found athttp : ==www:win:tue:nl=math=bs=statistics=bucchianico=hypersurvey=:For biographical information (including pictures) on mathematicians, consult the excellentMacTutoor History of Mathematics archive athttp : ==www� groups:dcs:st� and:ac:uk= history==:Notation and conventionsThe degree of a polynomial, is de�ned as usual. However, the degree of a nonzero constant isde�ned to be zero and the degree of the zero polynomial is de�ned to be -1.N is de�ned to be the set f0; 1; 2; : : :g.The vector space of polynomials with coe�cients in some �xed �eld of characteristic zerois denoted by P . We refer to Van Hamme (1992) and Verdoodt (1996) for a version of theUmbral Calculus where the �eld is of non-zero characteristic2 Shift-invariant operators and polynomials of binomial typeIn this section we present the basic de�nitions and results of the Umbral Calculus. We followthe approach of Di Bucchianico (1997). 3



2.1 Shift-invariant operatorsDe�nition 2.1.1 The shift-operator Ea is the operator on P de�ned by (Eap)(x) := p(x+a)(p 2 P).De�nition 2.1.2 An operator T on P is called shift-invariant if EaT = TEa for all a.Examples 2.1.3 Examples of shift-invariant operators are:a) the identity operator I .b) the di�erentiation operator D.c) the operators Ea of De�nition 2.1.1.d) the forward di�erence operator E1 � I .e) the backward di�erence operator I � E�1.f) the Abel operators DEa.g) the Laguerre operator L , de�ned by(Lp)(x) := � Z 10 e�t p0(x+ t) dth) the Bernoulli operator J , de�ned by(Jp)(x) := Z x+1x p(t) dtRemark 2.1.4 If S is an invertible shift-invariant operator on P , then its inverse S�1 isalso shift-invariant, since S�1Ea = S�1EaSS�1 = S�1SEaS�1 = EaS�1 for all a.De�nition 2.1.5 A linear operator Q on P is called a delta operator if Q is shift-invariantand Qx is a nonzero constant.Examples 2.1.6 Examples of delta operators include b, d, e, f and g from Examples 2.1.3,but not a, c and h.It is a remarkable fact that every linear shift-invariant operator has a Taylor-like expansionin terms of an arbitrary delta operator (see Theorem 2.3.9).We start by proving this expansion theorem for the di�erentiation operator D, because thisyields simple proofs for properties of shift-invariant operators.Theorem 2.1.7 Let D be the di�erentiation operator and de�ne qn(x) = xnn! for all n 2 N.Then T is a linear shift-invariant operator on P if and only ifT = 1Xk=0 (Tqk)(0)Dk:4



Proof: `(' Note that the in�nite sum is in fact a �nite sum when applied to a polynomialand thus is a well-de�ned operator on P . Shift-invariance of T follows from shift-invarianceof D.`)' Since (qn)n2N is a basis for P , it su�ces to verify that both operators coincide whenapplied to qn for all n 2 N. Using the Binomial Theorem, we obtain(T qn)(a) = (EaT qn) (0) = (TEa qn)(0) =  nXk=0 qn�k(a)Tqk! (0) =  1Xk=0 (Tqk)(0)Dkqn! (a)for all n 2 N and all a. 2Examples 2.1.8a) Consider the shift-invariant operator Ea. Theorem 2.1.7 yields Ea = eaD. Hence,p(x+ a) = (Eap)(x) = 1Xk=0 (Dk p)(x) akk!for all p 2 P , which is Taylor's Formula.b) Consider the Laguerre operator of Example 2.1.3e. Since for k � 1 we haveL�xkk!� (0) = � Z 10 e�t tk�1(k � 1)! dt = �1;it follows that L = � 1Xk=0 Dk = D(D� I)�1.c) Consider the Bernoulli operator of Example 2.1.3f. SinceJ �xkk!� (0) = Z 10 tkk! dt = 1(k + 1)! ;it follows that J = 1Xk=0 Dk(k + 1)!.We now derive some corollaries from Theorem 2.1.7. Recall that the degree of a nonzeroconstant is de�ned to be zero and that the degree of the zero polynomial is de�ned to be -1.Corollary 2.1.9 a) If T is a linear shift-invariant operator on P, then there exists a non-negative integer n(T ) such that degTp = maxf�1; deg p�n(T )g for all p 2 P. The null spaceof T equals the set of polynomials with degree less than n(T ).b) If Q is a delta operator, then degQp = maxf�1; deg(p)�1g and the null space of Q equalsthe set of constant polynomials.Proof: a) By Theorem 2.1.7, we have T =P1k=0 akDk for some sequence (an)n2N. It followsfrom degDkp = maxf�1; deg(p) � kg that if we set n(T ) := minfk 2 N : ak 6= 0g , thendeg Tp = maxf�1; deg(p)� n(T )g for all p 2 P . Thus Tp = 0 if and only if deg p < n(T ).b) By de�nition, Qx is a nonzero constant. Thus a) implies that degQp = maxf�1; deg(p)�1g for all polynomials p 2 P . 2The converse of Corollary 2.1.9a is not true. Fix m 2 N. The linear operator T on P de�nedby Txk := 0 if k < m, Txm := 1, Txm+1 := 12x and Txk := xk�m if k � m + 2. Then T isnot shift-invariant, but degTp = maxf�1; deg(p)�mg for all p 2 P .5



Corollary 2.1.10 Let T be a linear shift-invariant operator on P. Then the following areequivalent:a) T is invertible.b) T1 6= 0.c) deg p = degTp for all p 2 P.Proof: `a ) b' The null space of an invertible linear operator consists of 0 only, so T1 6= 0.`b ) c' Since T1 6= 0, it follows from Corollary 2.1.9a that deg p = deg Tp for all p 2 P .`c ) a' It su�ces to prove that T is injective and surjective. If p; q 2 P and p 6= q, thenT (p � q) 6= 0 since deg(p � q) � 0. Moreover, deg p = degTp implies that (Txn)n2N is abasis for P . Hence, T is surjective. 2Corollary 2.1.11 Any two linear shift-invariant operators on P commute.Proof: All linear shift-invariant operators can be represented as a formal power series inthe di�erentiation operator D by Theorem 2.1.7. Since the action of these operators on apolynomial only involves �nitely many terms of their expansions, the result follows. 22.2 Polynomials of convolution typeThe polynomials qn(x) = xnn! appeared in the proof of Theorem 2.1.7. These polynomialssatisfy a binomial-like formula. We now study a general class of polynomials satisfying abinomial-like formula.We �rst need some de�nitions.De�nition 2.2.1 A sequence (qn)n2N of polynomials is a sequence of polynomials ofconvolution type ifqn(x+ y) = nXk=0 qk(x) qn�k(y) (n = 0; 1; : : :); (6)Note that if (qn)n2N is of convolution type, then (pn)n2N := (n! qn)n2N satis�espn(x+ y) = nXk=0 �nk� pk(x) pn�k(y) (n = 0; 1; : : :): (7)Such sequences are called polynomials of binomial type in Mullin and Rota (1970). Sincethe theory runs somewhat more smoothly when using polynomials of convolution type, theyare used in these lecture notes. Before we continue to give a full description of the class ofpolynomials of convolution type, let us note some simple properties that follow directly fromthe de�ning equations (6).Lemma 2.2.2 If (qn)n2N is a sequence of polynomials of convolution type such that q0 6= 0,thena) q0 = 1 6



b) deg qn � nc) qn(0) = 0 for n � 1.Proof: a) Since q0 6= 0, we may write q0(x) =PNk=0 ak xk (aN 6= 0). Let y be arbitrary. ThenNXk=0 ak (x+ y)k = q0(x+ y) = q0(x) q0(y) = q0(y) NXk=0 ak xk:Comparing coe�cients of xN , we see that aN = q0(y) aN , hence q0(y) = 1. This proves theresult, since y was arbitrary.b) We proceed by induction on n. It follows from a) that the result is true for n = 0. Supposedeg qn � n for all n < m (m � 1). Suppose that deg qm > m, so qm(x) = PMk=0 ak xk(M > m; aM 6= 0). It follows from (6) thatMXk=0 ak(2x)k = qm(2x) = MXk=0 qk(x) qm�k(x):Using the induction hypothesis, we see that the coe�cient of xM on the left-hand side equalsaM 2M , whereas the coe�cient of xM on the right-hand side equals 2 aM . This leads toM = 1,which is in contradiction with M > m � 1.c) First note that q1(0) = 2 q1(0) q0(0) = 2 q1(0). Hence, q1(0) = 0. We now proceed byinduction on n. Suppose qn(0) = 0 for 1 � n < m. Then qn(0) = Pnk=0 qk(0) qn�k(0) = 0.Hence, qn(0) = 2 qn(0) by the induction hypothesis, which implies that qn(0) = 0. 2De�nition 2.2.3 Let � = (�n)n2N and � = (�n)n2N be sequences in a commutative ring R.The convolution � � � is the sequence de�ned by (� � �)n :=Pnk=0 �k �n�k.If k 2 N, then �k� is de�ned recursively as follows: �0� := (�0n)n2N (�0n is the Kroneckerdelta) and �(k+1)� := �k� � �.For sake of brevity, we will write �k�n instead of (�k�)n.If P1n=0 �nzn is a formal power series, then �k�n is the coe�cient of zn in (P1n=0 �n zn)k. Inother words, �k�n = Xi1+���+ik=n �i1 : : : �ik : (8)Note that the convolution operation is commutative and associative. Hence,nXk=0 �i�k �j�n�k = �(i+j)�n : (9)Lemma 2.2.4 Let (�n)n2N be a sequence in a commutative ring such that �0 = 0. Then:a) �k�n = 0 if k > n (k; n 2 N).b) �n�n = (�1)n for all n 2 N. 7



c) �k�n is a polynomial in �1; : : : ; �n�k+1 for 2 � k � n (k; n 2 N).Proof: a) Since �0 = 0, (P1n=0 �n zn)k only has terms zj with j � k.b) Since �0 = 0, the only contribution to xn in (P1n=0 �n zn)n comes from the coe�cient �1of z.c) This follows from (8), since �0 = 0 implies that the indices in the summation are at least1. 2Theorem 2.2.5 A sequence (qn)n2N of polynomials is sequence of polynomials of convolutiontype if and only if there exists a scalar sequence (gn)n2N with g0 = 0, such thatqn(x) = nXk=0 gk�n xkk!for all n 2 N and all x. In both cases, the following formal generating function relation holds:1Xn=0 qn(x) tn = ex g(t); (10)where g(t) =P1n=0 gn tn.Proof: `(' This follows from direct substitution and (9).`)' We use induction on n. If n = 0, then q0(x) = 1 = g0�0 x00! for all x. Since q1(x + y) =q0(x) q1(y) + q1(x) q0(y) = q1(x) + q1(y), it follows that q1(x) = q1(1) x. So q1(x) = g0�1 x00! +g1�1 x11! = g1x, if we set g0 := 0 and g1 := q1(1).Suppose that we have g0; g1; : : : ; gn�1 (n > 1) such that g0 = 0 and qm(x) =Pmk=0 gk�m xkk! form < n. It follows from (6) that qn is a solution of the following linear functional equation inp: p(x+ y)� p(x)� p(y) = n�1Xk=1 pk(x) pn�k(y)for all x; y.It follows from Lemma 2.2.4c and (9 that for any choice of gn, the polynomial p, de�ned byp(x) :=Pnk=0 gk�n xkk! , is a well-de�ned solution of this functional equation. Thus (qn�p)(x+y) = (qn� p)(x)+ (qn � p)(y) for all x; y. Hence, there exists c such that (qn� p)(x) = cx forall x. Di�erentiating at 0, we obtain that c = q0n(0)� p0(0) = q0n(0)� gn. Hence, if we choosegn = q0n(0), then qn(x) =Pnk=0 gk�n xkk! .The formal generating function follows since1Xn=0 qn(x) tn = 1Xn=0 1Xk=0 gk�n xkk! tn = 1Xk=0  1Xn=0 gk�n tn! xkk! = ex g(t): 2De�nition 2.2.6 Let (qn)n2N be a sequence of polynomials of convolution type. The coe�-cient sequence of (qn)n2N is the sequence (gn)n2N such that qn(x) =Pnk=0 gk�n xkk! .8



2.3 Basic sequencesIn this subsection we show the relation between delta operators and polynomials of convolutiontype.De�nition 2.3.1 Let Q be a delta operator. A sequence (qn)n2N of polynomials is a basicsequence for Q if:1. q0 = 12. qn(0) = 0 if n � 13. Qqn = qn�1 if n � 1.Remark 2.3.2 It follows from (1), (3) and Corollary 2.1.9b that deg qn = n for all n 2 N.Theorem 2.3.3 There exists a unique basic sequence for every delta operator.Proof: Let Q be an arbitrary delta operator. It follows from Theorem 2.1.7 and Corol-lary 2.1.9b that there exists a sequence (�n)n2Nwith �1 6= 0 such that Q = P1k=1 �kDk . ByRemark 2.3.2, we must construct polynomials qn of degree n. By (1) of De�nition 2.3.1, q0 = 1.Suppose by induction that qn�1 = Pn�1k=0 an�1;kxk has been constructed. Since deg qn = n,qn must be of the formPnk=0 an;kxk. Because qn(0) = 0 by (3) of De�nition 2.3.1, an;0 mustbe zero. Substitution of Q =P1k=1 �kDk into Qqn = qn�1 and comparing coe�cients yieldsthe following system of equations:an�1;n�1 = �1nan;nan�1;n�2 = �1(n� 1)an;n�1 + �2n(n� 1)an;n... ...an�1;1 = �1:2an;2 + �2:2:3an;3+ � � �+ �n�1n!an;nBecause �1 6= 0 this system of equations has a unique solution. This proves uniqueness andexistence. 2Examples 2.3.4a) The di�erentiation operator D has basic sequence �xnn! �n2N.b) The forward di�erence operator E1 � I has basic sequence ��xn��n2N, where�xn� := x(x� 1) : : :(x� n+ 1)n!are the lower factorials.c) The backward di�erence operator I �E�1 has basic sequence ��x+n�1n ��n2N, where�x+ n � 1n � := x(x+ 1) : : :(x+ n� 1)n!are the upper factorials .d) The Abel operator DEa has basic sequence �x(x�na)n�1n! �n2N, the Abel polynomials.9



Theorem 2.3.5 The basic sequence of a delta operator is a sequence of polynomials of con-volution type.Proof: Let Q be a delta operator with basic sequence (qn)n2N . According to De�nition 2.2.1we have to prove qn(x+ y) = nXk=0 qk(x) qn�k(y) (11)for all n 2 N and all x; y We proceed by induction on n. The case n = 0 is trivial becauseq0 = 1 by Lemma 2.2.2a.Suppose by induction that (11) has been proved for m < n. Fix y. It follows from De�ni-tion 2.1.5 that QEyqn = EyQqn = Eyqn�1. Hence,Q0@Eyqn � nXj=0 qjqn�j(y)1A = Eyqn�1 � nXj=1 qj�1 qn�j(y) =Eyqn�1 � nXk=0 qk qn�1�k(y) = 0:Corollary 2.1.9b implies that Eyqn �Pnk=0 qk qn�k(y) is a constant. So qn(x + y) = c +qk(x) qn�k(y). Evaluating at x = 0 we obtain c = 0, since qn(0) = 1 for n � 1. Because y wasarbitrary, we obtain qn(x+ y) =Pnk=0 qk(x) qn�k(y) for all x; y. 2Remark 2.3.6 Theorem 2.3.5 shows that the polynomials appearing in Examples 2.3.4 areof convolution type. This yields the following formulas:a) (x+ y)n = nXk=0 �nk�xkyn�k(the well-known Binomial Formula).b) �x+ yn � = nXk=0 �xk�� yn � k�(this is the Vandermonde convolution formula, see e.g. Riordan (1968, p. 8))c) �x+ y + n� 1n � = nXk=0 �x+ n � 1k ��y + n � k � 1n� k �(another form of the Vandermonde convolution formula, since �x+k�1k � = (�1)k��xk ��10



d) (x+ y)(x+ y � na)n�1 = nXk=0 �nk�x (x� ka)k�1 y (y � (n� k)a)n�k�1(this is the Abel generalization of the Binomial Formula, see e.g. Riordan (1968, p. 18)).The following theorem is a converse to Theorem 2.3.5.Theorem 2.3.7 Let (qn)n2N be a sequence of polynomials of convolution type such thatdeg qn = n. Then there exists a unique delta operator Q with basic sequence (qn)n2N.Proof: Since (qn)n2N is a basis for P , there exists a unique linear operator Q on P such thatQqn = qn�1 (n � 1) and Qq0 = 0. Since deg q1 = 1, it follows that Qx is a nonzero constant.Shift-invariance of Q follows fromQEyqn = Q nXk=0 qn�k(y) qk! = nXk=1 qn�k(y) qk�1 = n�1Xh=0 qn�1�h(y) qh = Ey qn�1 = EyQqn:Hence, TEy = EyT , since (qn)n2N is a basis for P . 2Theorem 2.3.8 (Polynomial Expansion Theorem) Let Q be a delta operator with basicsequence (qn)n2N. Then p = 1Xk=0 (Qkp)(0) qkfor all p 2 P.Proof : Let p 2 P be arbitrary and let n be the degree of p. By Remark 2.3.2, thereexist constants ck such that p = Pnk=0 ck qk. It follows that Qrp = Pnk=r ck qk�r for 0 �r � n. Evaluating at zero yields cr = (Qrp)(0) since qk(0) = 0 for k � 1. Hence, p =P1k=0 (Qkp)(0) qk. 2The following theorem generalizes Theorem 2.1.7.Theorem 2.3.9 (Operator Expansion Theorem) Let T be a linear shift-invariant oper-ator on P and let Q be a delta operator with basic sequence (qn)n2N. Then:a) T = 1Xk=0 (Tqk)(0)Qkb) In particular, if (gn)n2N is the coe�cient sequence of (qn)n2N , then D = P1n=0 gnQnand Q = P1n=0 gnDn where P1n=0 gntn is the composition inverse of the formal powerseries P1n=0 gntn. 11



Proof: a) Let p 2 P be arbitrary with degree n. Applying Lemma 2.3.8 to Eyp, we obtainTEyp = nXk=0 (QkEyp)(0)Tqk = nXk=0 (Qkp)(y)Tqk:Hence,(Tp)(y) = (EyTp)(0) = (TEyp)(0) = nXk=0 (Tqk)(0)�Qkp� (y) = 1Xk=0 (Tqk)(0)�Qkp� (y)for all y. This completes the proof, since p is arbitrary.b) It follows from qn(x) = Pnk=0 gk�n xkk! that (Dqn)(0) = gn for all n 2 N. Thus a) yieldsD =P1n=0(Dqn)(0)Qn = P1n=0 gnQn. Since g0 = 0, the formal power series P1n=0 gn tn hasa compositional inverse. 2There also exist operator expansions in terms of arbitrary degree reducing operators. Thecoe�cients of these expansions are polynomials in x rather than constants (see Di Bucchianicoand Loeb (1996a) and Kurbanov and Maksimov (1986)).Examples 2.3.10 a) We want to expand the di�erentiation operator D in powers of theforward di�erence operator E1 � I . The basic sequence of E1 � I is ��xn��n2N, soD = 1Xk=0 �D�xk�� (0) (E1� I)k = 1Xk=1 (�1)k�1k (E1� I)k:This is a classical formula for numerical di�erentiation.b) Consider the shift operator Ea. Expanding Ea in powers of E1 � I yieldsEa = 1Xk=0 �ak� (E1 � I)k:This is Newton's forward di�erence interpolation formula.2.4 Explicit formulas for polynomials of convolution typeIn this subsection we show how to compute the basic sequence of a delta operator. and howto compute connection coe�cients. For this we need to introduce a derivation on the algebraof shift-invariant operators.De�nition 2.4.1 If T is a linear operator on P, then its Pincherle derivative T 0 is de�nedby T 0 := T x� xT where the linear operator x is de�ned by (xp)(x) := x p(x) for all x andall polynomials p 2 P.The Pincherle derivative was introduced by Pincherle in Pincherle (1897, Section 56).The following lemma lists some elementary properties of the Pincherle derivative.Lemma 2.4.2 a) If T =P1k=0 akDk , then T 0 =P1k=0 k akDk�1.12



b) The Pincherle derivative of a linear shift-invariant operator on P is a linear shift-invariant operator on P.c) The Pincherle derivative of a delta operator is an invertible shift-invariant operator onP.d) If T and S are linear shift-invariant operators on P , then (T S)0 = T 0 S + T S 0.Proof: a) Since x is a linear operator on P , it su�ces to prove a) for the polynomials xnn! . Wehave T 0 xnn! := (T x� xT ) xnn! = (n+ 1) 1Xk=0 akDk xn+1(n+ 1)! � x 1Xk=0 akDk xnn! =(n+ 1) n+1Xk=0 xn+1�k(n+ 1� k)! � nXk=0 (n + 1� k) ak xn+1�k(n+ 1� k)! =n+1Xk=0 k ak xn+1�k(n+ 1� k)! = nXi=0 (i+ 1) ai+1Di xnn! :Hence, T 0 =P1i=0 (i+ 1) ai+1Di, since x is a linear operator on P .b) This follows directly from a) and Theorem 2.1.7.c) By Theorem 2.1.7 and Corollary 2.1.9b we have Q = P1k=0 bkDk with b1 6= 0. We getfrom a) that Q0 =P1i=0 (i+ 1) bi+1Di. Hence, Q0 is invertible by Corollary 2.1.10.d) This follows from (T S)0 = T S x�xT S = (T S x�T xS)+(T xS�xT S) = T S 0+T 0 S.2Lemma 2.4.3 For every delta operator Q there exists a unique invertible shift-invariant op-erator U on P such that Q = DU .Proof: By Theorem 2.1.7 and Corollary 2.1.9b, we have Q =P1k=1 bkDk with b1 6= 0. De�neU by U :=P1k=0 bk+1Dk , so Q = DU . The invertibility of U follows from Corollary 2.1.10,since b1 6= 0. Uniqueness of U follows from the expansion of Q and U in powers of D. 2We now are ready explicit formulas for basic sequences of delta operators. Formulas a) throughd) of Theorem 2.4.4 were already known to Ste�ensen (see Ste�ensen (1941, Sections 2 and3); see also Rota, Kahaner, and Odlyzko (1973, Theorem 4)). The operator U that appearsin the statement of Theorem 2.4.4 is the operator whose existence is assured by Lemma 2.4.3.Theorem 2.4.4 Let Q be a delta operator with basic sequence (qn)n2N and let (gn)n2N be thecoe�cient sequence of (qn)n2N. Let U be the unique invertible shift-invariant operator suchthat Q = DU . Then the following formulas hold for n � 1:a) n! qn = (Q0U�n�1) (xn)b) n! qn = (U�n) (xn)� (U�n)0 (xn�1)c) n! qn = (xU�n) (xn�1) (Transfer Formula)d) n qn = (x(Q0)�1) qn�1 (Rodrigues Formula)13



e) n qn(x) = x Pnk=0 k gk qn�k(x).Proof: Since D0 = I , we have Q0U�n�1 xn = (DU)0U�n�1 xn = ((D0U +DU 0)U�n�1) xn =((U + DU 0)U�n�1) xn = (U�n + DU 0U�n�1) xn = U�n xn + U 0U�n�1Dxn = U�n xn �(U�n)0 xn�1 = U�n xn � (U�n x � xU�n) xn�1 = (xU�n) xn�1 , so the right-hand sides ofa), b) and c) are identical. Since Q has a unique basic sequence by Theorem 2.3.3, it su�cesto note that �xU�n xn�1� (0) = 0 and�QQ0U�n�1� xnn! = �DU Q0U�n�1� xnn! = �Q0U�nD� xnn! = �Q0U�n� xn�1(n� 1)!for n � 1. This proves a), b) and c).By Lemma 2.4.2c, Q0 is invertible. Thus it follows from a) that xn�1(n�1)! = �(Q0)�1 Un� qn�1(x)for n � 2. By c),nqn(x) = �xU�n� xn�1(n� 1)! = �xU�n(Q0)�1Un� qn�1(x) = �x (Q0)�1� qn�1(x)for n � 2. This proves d), since the case n = 1 follows from Lemma 2.4.2a and Theorem 2.3.9b.In order to prove e) we write n qn(x)x =Pn�1k=0 ck qk(x). Using d) and Lemma 2.3.8 we obtainthat ck = �Qk n qn(x)x � (0) = �Qk (Q0)�1 qn�1� (0) = ((Q0)�1 qn�1�k)(0) =(n� k) �qn�k(x)x � (0) = (n� k) gn�k:This completes the proof. 2The name Rodrigues Formula comes from the theory of orthogonal polynomials (see e.g.Chihara (1978, Rasala (1981)). An example of a classical Rodrigues Formula can be found inExample 2.4.5e.Examples 2.4.5 We consider the delta operators of Examples 2.1.6 and use Theorem 2.4.4to calculate the corresponding basic sequences (cf. Examples 2.3.4).a) Consider the di�erentiation operator D. It is clear that D0 = I and that U = I , sinceD = DI . Thus Theorem 2.4.4a yields qn(x) = xnn! .b) Consider the forward di�erence operator E1 � I . Then �E1 � I�0 = �E1�0 = �eD�0 (useTheorem 2.3.9a) = eD (use Lemma 2.4.2a) = E1. Thus Theorem 2.4.4d yields qn(x) =xn E�1 qn�1(x). Since q0 = 1, induction on n yieldsqn(x) = �xn� := x(x� 1) : : :(x� n + 1)n! :c) Consider the backward di�erence operator I �E�1 . In the same way as in b) we now �ndthat qn(x) = �x+ n� 1n � := x(x+ 1) : : :(x+ n � 1)n! :14



d) Consider the Abel operator DEa for some �xed a. Obviously U = Ea, so U�n = E�na forall n 2 N. Thus Theorem 2.4.4c yieldsqn(x) = x(x� na)n�1n! :e) Consider the Laguerre operator L of Example 2.1.3g. We will show that the basic sequenceof the Laguerre operator is the sequence of Laguerre polynomials L(�1)n . We know fromExample 2.1.8b that L = �P1k=0 Dk = D (D�I)�1, hence U = (D�I)�1 in this case. ThusTheorem 2.4.4c yieldsqn(x) = xnn! (D � I)n xn�1 = nXk=1 (�1)k �n� 1k � 1� xkk! :Since ex D �e�x p� = ex �e�x p0 � e�xp� = (D � I) (p);we may write qn(x) = xnn! ex Dn �e�x xn�1�which is the classical Rodrigues formula for the Laguerre polynomials L(�1)n .The formula L qn = qn�1 is the recurrence formula q0n = q0n�1 � qn�1, since L = D (D� I)�1.Since L0 = �(D � I)�2, Theorem 2.4.4d yields nqn(x) = �x (D� I)2 qn�1(x).We conclude this section with a discussion of umbral operators. Umbral operators play animportant role in the connection-constant problem which will be discussed below.De�nition 2.4.6 An umbral operator T is a linear operator on P such that there existbasic sequences (rn)n2N and (vn)n2N with T rn = vn for all n 2 N.If (vn)n2N= xnn! , then T \raises powers" (cf. Section 1 ), whereas if (rn)n2N= xnn! , then Tp isthe umbral composition of p with (vn)n2N, i.e. it replaces powers of x by the correspondingmember of (vn)n2N.It is important to have basic sequences in De�nition 2.4.6, since this implies deg rn = deg vn =n for all n 2 N by Remark 2.3.2. Hence, both (rn)n2N and (vn)n2N are bases for P .Some important properties of umbral operators are listed in Theorem 2.4.8, which is anextension of Rota, Kahaner, and Odlyzko (1973, Proposition 1)). The following theorem isimportant for our proof of Theorem 2.4.8.Theorem 2.4.7 Let Q be a delta operator with basic sequence (qn)n2N and let the sequence(pn)n2N be given by pn = Pnk=0 an;k qk. Suppose (pn)n2N is a sequence of polynomials withdeg pn = n for all n.Then (pn)n2N is of convolution type if and only if there exists a sequence(n)n2N such that 0 = 0 and an;k = k�n for all k and n. Moreover, n = (Qpn)(0).15



Proof: `(' This follows by direct computation using (6) and (9).` ) ' We construct the sequence (n)n2N by induction. Set 0 = 0. Since p1(0) = 0 anddeg p1 = deg q1 = 1, there is a unique 1 such that p1 = 1 q1. Suppose by induction that khas been constructed for k < n such that pm = k�m qk for m < n. Since 0 = 0, Lemma 2.2.4cyields that k�n is a polynomial in 1; : : : ; n�1 for 2 � k � n. Thus we can choose nsuch that pn(1) = Pnk=0 k�n qk(1). It follows from the associativity of convolution thatpn(m) =Pnk=0 k�n qk(m) for all m 2 N. Thus pn =Pnk=0 k�n qn, since pn and Pnk=0 k�n qkare polynomials.The last statement follows from Qqn = qn�1 and qn(0) = 0 for n � 1. 2The following theorem describes the basic properties of umbral operators. As an introductionto parts d), e) and f), we let Q and P be delta operators with basic sequence (qn)n2N, (pn)n2Nrespectively. Let T be the umbral operator that maps pn to qn for all n 2 N. This leads tothe following commutative diagram. qn Q���! qn�1x??T�1 ??yTpn P���! pn�1We immediately read o� that P = T QT�1.Theorem 2.4.8 Let T be an umbral operator. Then:a) T is invertible.b) T is shift-invariant if and only if T = I.c) If (pn)n2N is an arbitrary sequence of polynomials of convolution type, then (T pn)n2Nis also of convolution type.d) If (qn)n2N is the basic sequence of the delta operator Q, then (T qn)n2N is the basicsequence of the delta operator T QT�1.e) If Q is a delta operator with basic sequence (qn)n2N , then T Qn T�1 = Pn, where P isthe delta operator of the basic sequence (T qn)n2N.f ) If Q = q(D) is a delta operator, pn := T xnn! and P is the delta operator of (pn)n2N, thenT QT�1 = q(P ).Proof: Let (rn)n2N and (vn)n2N be basic sequences such that T rn = vn. Let R and V be thedelta operators of (rn)n2N , (vn)n2N respectively.a) Since deg rn = deg vn = n for all n 2 N, T is invertible by Corollary 2.1.10.b) If T is shift-invariant, then Corollary 2.1.11 yields Rvn = RT rn = T R rn = T rn�1 = vn�1for n � 1. Hence, rn = vn for all n 2 N, since both (rn)n2N and (vn)n2N are basic sequencesfor R.c) By Theorem 2.4.7, there exists a sequence (n)n2N such that 0 = 0 and pn =Pnk=0 k�n rk.Thus T pn =Pnk=0 k�n vk and Theorem 2.4.7 implies that (T pn)n2N is of convolution type.d) We know from c) that (T qn)n2N is of convolution type. Since deg q1 = 1, it follows from a)and Corollary 2.1.10 that deg (T qn) = n. Thus (T qn)n2N is a basic sequence by Lemma 2.2.216



and Theorem 2.3.7. Because (T QT�1) (T qn) = T qn�1 for n � 1, the same argument as inthe proof of Theorem 2.3.7 yields that T QT�1 is the delta operator of (T pn)n2N.e) This follows from d) and (T QT�1)n = T Qn T�1.f) Since (pn)n2N is a basis for P by a), it su�ces to note that the Operator Expansion Theoremyields T QT�1 pn = T Qxnn! = T nXk=0 �Q xkk!� (0) xn�kn� k! = nXk=0 �Q xkk!� (0) pn�kand q(p(D)) = 1Xk=0 �Q xkk! � (0)P k pn = nXk=0 �Q xkk! � (0) pn�k: 2For a probabilistic interpretation of umbral operators in terms of subordination we refer toDi Bucchianico (1994).Now that we know how to calculate basic sequences, we are ready to discuss the problem ofconnection coe�cients. The problem of connection coe�cients consists of �nding numbersan;k such that pn = Pnk=0 an;k qk where (pn)n2N and (qn)n2N are sequences of polynomialswith deg pn = deg qn = n for all n 2 N. Note that the connection coe�cients are thecoe�cients of the basis change (pn)n2N to (qn)n2N.If both (pn)n2N and (qn)n2N are sequences of polynomials of convolution type, then the UmbralCalculus gives the following elegant answer.Theorem 2.4.9 Let P and Q be delta operators with basic sequences (pn)n2N, (qn)n2N re-spectively. Let T be the umbral operator de�ned by T qn := xnn! for all n 2 N. Then theconstants an;k (k; n 2 N), de�ned by pn :=Pnk=0 an;k qk, are uniquely determined as follows.The polynomials rn, de�ned by rn(x) :=Pnk=0 an;k xkk! , are the basic polynomials of the deltaoperator T P T�1. Moreover, if P =P1i=1 aiQi, then T P T�1 =P1i=1 aiDi.Proof: It follows from Theorem 2.4.8d that T P T�1 is a delta operator with basic sequence(T pn)n2N. Since rn = T pn for all n 2 N, (rn)n2N is the basic sequence of T P T�1. Forthe last statement, note that T P T�1 = D by Theorem 2.4.8d, since T qn = xnn! . The laststatement follows from Theorem 2.4.8e. 2Examples 2.4.10 a) We want to express the lower factorials in terms of upper factorials ofExample 2.3.4c, i.e. we want to calculate coe�cients an;k such that �xn� =Pnk=0 an;k �x+k�1k �.We apply Theorem 2.4.9 with P = E1� I , Q = I�E�1. Let T be the umbral operator de�nedby T �x+n�1n � = xnn! for all n 2 N. Theorem 2.3.9a yields P = P1n=0 �P �x+n�1n �� (0)Qn =P1n=1 Qn. Hence, it follows from Theorems 2.4.8d and 2.4.8e thatT P T�1 = 1Xn=1 (T QT�1)n = 1Xn=1 Dn = D (I �D)�1:Thus the coe�cients an;k are the coe�cients of xk of the polynomials qn(�x), where (qn)n2Nare the Laguerre polynomials of Example 2.4.5e.17



b) We want to derive duplication formulas for the Laguerre polynomials qn of Example 2.4.5e.Fix � and de�ne polynomials pn by pn(x) := qn(�x) for all x. Let W be the umbral op-erator de�ned by W xn := �n xn. Note that W qn = pn. It follows from Theorem 2.4.8dthat (pn)n2N is the basic sequence of the delta operator P , de�ned by P := W LW�1 =��1D ���1D � I��1. Theorem 2.4.9 yields that the connection coe�cients of (pn)n2N and(qn)n2N are the coe�cients of the basic sequence of the delta operator T P T�1, where T isthe umbral operator de�ned by T qn := xnn! for all n 2 N. By Theorem 2.3.9a,D = 1Xk=0 (D qk(0)) Lk = 1Xk=1 (�1)k Lk = L (L� I)�1;since qn(x) =Pnk=1 (�1)k�n�1k�1� xkk! (see Example 2.4.5e). Hence,P = ��1 L �I � (1� ��1)L��1 = L (�I + (1� �)L)�1 :and the last statement of Theorem 2.4.9 yieldsT P T�1 = D (�I + (1� �)D)�1 :It follows from Theorem 2.4.4c that the basic sequence (rn)n2N of T P T�1 is given byxn (�I + (1� �)D)n xn�1n� 1! = xn nXk=0 �nk� �k (1� �)n�kDn�k xn�1n� 1! =nXk=1 �nk��k (1� �)n�k xk�1k � 1! = nXk=1 �n� 1k � 1��k (1� �)n�k xkk! :Putting everything together yields the following duplication formula for the Laguerre poly-nomials of Example 2.4.5e:qn(�x) = nXk=1 �n� 1k � 1��k (1� �)n�k qk(x) (n � 1):2.5 Combinatorial applicationsIn this section we mention some applications to combinatorics.A powerful tool in combinatorics is Lagrange inversion. We will now show that Lagrangeinversion formulas can be derived from the Transfer Formula (Theorem 2.4.4c).Let q(t) = P1n=1 an tn be a formal power series in t with a1 6= 0. Let (qn)n2N be the basicsequence of Q = q(D) with coe�cient sequence (gn)n2N. We know from Theorem 2.3.9b thatP1n=0 gn tn is the compositional inverse of q. Since g0 = 0, it follows from Theorem 2.2.5 thatqn(x)x ����x=0 = gn:18



Now note that (q(D) xn)(0) = n! an. Combining this with the Transfer Formula, we obtainthe following simple form of the Lagrange Inversion Formula:hq(t)j tni = *�q(t)t ��n ����� xn�1+ :If instead we use Theorem 2.4.4a and gn = (Dqn)(0), then we obtain the following form ofthe Lagrange Inversion Formula:hq(t) j tni = * t q0(t) �q(t)t ��n�1 �����xn+ :More general Lagrange inversion formulas can be obtained similarly if we use more theoryof umbral operators. (see e.g. Roman (1984)). Various forms of Lagrange inversion usingoperators can be found in Barnabei (1985), Hofbauer (1979), Joni (1978), Krattenthaler(1988), Niederhausen (1986b), Niederhausen (1992) and Verde-Star (1985).Our next application deals with counting labeled trees. Recall that a tree is a connectedgraph that has no cycles. A rooted tree is a tree with a distinguished vertex (the root).We �rst need a lemma.Lemma 2.5.1 Let U be an invertible shift-invariant operator. If (qn)n2N is a basic sequencesatisfying qn(x)x ����x=0 = (T�1 qn�1)(0);then DU is the delta operator of (qn)n2N.Proof: De�ne the linear operator Q by Qq0 = 0 and Qqn = qn�1 for n � 1. As in the proofof Theorem 2.3.7, we conclude that Q is shift-invariant. Then we haveqn(x)x ����x=0 = (U�1Qqn)(0):Since (qn)n2N is a basis for P , this identity also holds when qn is replaced by an arbitrarypolynomial. In particular, it holds for xnn! . Now expand the shift-invariant operator U�1Q inpowers of D by Theorem 2.1.7:U�1Q = 1Xn=0 U�1Q xnn! ����x=0 Dn:By Theorem 2.1.10, the operator U�1Q is a delta operator. Combining this with the identityfor (U�1Q xnn! )(0), we see that only the term with n = 1 contributes to the expansion inpowers of D. Hence, U�1Q = D and Q = DU . 2Theorem 2.5.2 Let tn;k be the number of forests of rooted labeled trees with n vertices andk trees, then An(x) = nXk=0 tn;k xk = x (x+ n)n�1: (12)19



Proof: De�ne qn = An=n!. We want to show that (qn)n2N is the basic sequence of theAbel operator DE1. The �rst step is to show that (qn)n2N is of convolution type. De�necn;k = k!n! tn;k . An easy combinatorial argument shows thatk tn;k = nXj=0 �nj� tj;1 tn�j;k�1 :Hence, the numbers cn;k satisfy cn;k = 1Xj=0 cj;1 cn�j;k�1:A simple induction argument shows that cn;k is the k-fold convolution of (cn;1)n2N. Hence,(qn)n2N is a basic sequence by Theorems 2.2.5 and 2.3.7. Now each rooted labeled tree on nvertices may be obtained from a forest on n� 1 vertices by� adding a new vertex v� adding edges between the new vertex and the roots of the trees of the forest root� rooting the new tree at v (with n possibilities for labeling!)Cdonversely, removing the root of a rooted tree on n vertices results in a forest on n � 1vertices. Hence, we have tn;1 = nAn�1(1) and thusqn(x)x ����x=0 = cn;1 = tn;1n! = 1n � 1 An�1(1) = qn�1(1):Now Lemma 2.5.1 shows thatDE1 is the delta operator of (qn)n2N, since qn�1(1) = (E1 qn�1)(0).The result now follows from Example 2.4.5d. 2Corollary 2.5.3 (Cayley) The number of rooted labeled trees on n vertices equals nn�1.Proof: The number of rooted labeled trees on n vertices is the coe�cient of x of the polynomialAn of Theorem 2.5.2, which is easily seen to be nn�1. 2For an interesting comparison with other proofs of these results, see Wilf (1990, Sections 3.12and 3.17).3 Recurrences and Umbral CalculusMost properties of a basic sequence (qn)n2N essentially depend only on the property Qqn =qn�1, the other de�nining properties being normalization conditions. Thus it seems plausiblethat the theory of basic sequences can be extended under weaker conditions. This is indeedthe case, as the theory of She�er sequences shows in the next subsection. She�er polynomialsare useful for solving recurrences as shown in subsection 3.2.20



3.1 She�er polynomialsDe�nition 3.1.1 Let Q be a delta operator. A sequence of polynomials (sn)n2N is called aShe�er sequence for Q if:1. s0 is a nonzero constant2. Qsn = sn�1, n = 1; 2; : : :.Note that if (sn)n2N is a She�er sequence then, by Corollary 2.1.9b, deg sn = n for all n 2 N.Examples 3.1.2 a) She�er polynomials for the di�erentiation operator D are called Appellpolynomials. They were studied by Appell in Appell (1880). Examples of Appell polynomialsinclude the Hermite polynomials Hn, de�ned by1Xn=0Hn(x) zn = exp �xz � 12 z2� ;and the Bernoulli polynomials Bn, de�ned by1Xn=0 Bn(x) zn = zez � 1 ex z:It follows directly from their generating functions or from Theorem 3.1.3d that these polyno-mials are Appell polynomials, i.e. DHn = Hn�1 and DBn = Bn�1 for n � 1.Note that the numbers Bn(0) are the Bernoulli numbers that we encountered in Section 1.b) The Laguerre polynomials of order � are She�er sequences for the Laguerre operator ofExample 2.1.3g. The Laguerre polynomials of Example 2.4.5e are the Laguerre polynomialsof order � = �1 (cf. (Roman 1984, p. 108)).She�er sequences satisfy a convolution-like equation (see Theorem 3.1.3b below).Theorem 3.1.3 Let Q be a delta operator with basic sequence (qn)n2N. Then the followingare equivalent:a) (sn)n2N is a She�er sequence for Q.b) s0 is a nonzero constant and sn(x+ y) = nXk=0 sk(x) qn�k(y) for all n 2 N and all x; y.c) s0 is a nonzero constant and sn = nXk=0 sk(0) qn�k for all n 2 N.d) there exists a sequence (an)n2N such that a0 6= 0 and sn = nXk=0 ak qn�k for all n 2 N.21



Proof: a ) b' Fix an arbitrary x. Applying the Polynomial Expansion Theorem 2.3.8 toEx sn we obtain Ex sn = 1Xi=0 �QiEx sn� (0) qi = nXi=0 sn�i(x) qi;since deg sn = n. Hence, it follows thatsn(x+ y) = nXi=0 sn�i(x) qi(y) = nXk=0 sk(x) qn�k(y)for all x and y, since x is arbitrary.`b ) c' This follows by setting x = 0.`c ) d' Take ak := sk(0).`d(a' Note that s0 is constant because s0 = a0 q0 = a0. If n � 1, thenQsn = Q  nXk=0 ak qn�k! = n�1Xk=0 ak qn�1�k = sn�1:Hence, (sn)n2N is a She�er sequence for Q. 2Corollary 3.1.4 Let (wn)n2N be a She�er sequence for the delta operator Q with basic se-quence (qn)n2N. Let (gn)n2N be the coe�cient sequence of (qn)n2N. Then the following formalgenerating function identity holds:1Xn=0 sn(x) tn =  1Xn=0 sn(0) tn! exp  x 1Xn=0 gn tn! :Proof: This follows directly from Theorems 2.2.5 and 3.1.3c. 2The following theorem describes She�er sequences (of a delta operator Q with basic sequence(qn)n2N) in terms of the linear operator A on P , de�ned by Aqn := sn. It follows directlyfrom Theorem 2.3.9a that A =P1k=0 sk(0)Qk (cf. the proof of (Rota, Kahaner, and Odlyzko1973, Corollary 1)). We also give a description of She�er sequences in terms of delta operatorsand functionals in the style of Roman and Rota (1978) and Roman (1984). We �rst need alemma.Lemma 3.1.5 Let � be a linear functional such that �1 6= 0 and let Q be a delta operatoron P. There exists a unique sequence of polynomials (pn)n2N with deg pn = n for all n 2 Nsuch that �Qk pn = �nk for all k; n 2 N, where �nk denotes the Kronecker delta.Proof: Existence follows in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.3. In order to proveuniqueness, consider another sequence (epn)n2N such that �Qk pn = �Qk epn for all k; n 2 N.Suppose there is an n 2 N such that pn 6= epn. Let ` be the degree of pn�epn. Then Q` (pn�epn)is a non-zero constant, which contradicts �Qk (pn � epn) = 0. 2Theorem 3.1.6 Let Q be a delta operator with basic sequence (qn)n2N. Let (sn)n2N be asequence of polynomials and de�ne the linear operator A on P by Aqn := sn for all n 2 N.Then: 22



a) (sn)n2N is a She�er sequence for Q if and only if A is shift-invariant and invertible.b) (sn)n2N is a She�er sequence for Q if and only if there exists a linear functional � on Psuch that �1 6= 0 and �Qk sn = �nk for all k; n 2 N, where �nk denotes the Kroneckerdelta.c) If (sn)n2N is a She�er sequence, then �p = A�1p(0) for all p 2 P, where A is as in a).Proof: a) `)' Since (qn)n2N is of convolution type, we have for all yAEy qn = A  nXk=0 qk(y) qn�k! = nXk=0 qk(y) sn�k = Ey sn = EyAqn:Hence, by linearity, AEy = EyA for all y. By Corollary 2.1.9b, deg sn = n for all n 2 N.Hence, A is invertible by Corollary 2.1.10.`(' Corollary 2.1.9a and s0 = Aq0 = A 1 together imply that s0 is constant. Using Corol-lary 2.1.11 we see that Qsn = QAqn = AQqn = Aqn�1 = sn�1 for n � 1. Moreover, sinceA is invertible and s0 = Aq0, Corollary 2.1.10 yields that s0(0) 6= 0.b) `)' De�ne the linear functional � by � sn = �0n. Because s0 is a nonzero constant, we have� 1 6= 0. Moreover, since shift-invariant operators commute by Corollary 2.1.11, it followsthat �Qk sn = �QkAqn = �AQk qn = �0;n�k = �nk .`(' De�ne the polynomials rn by rn := Qsn+1 (n 2 N). Then �Qk (Qsn+1) = �k+1;n+1 =�k;n. By the uniqueness part of Lemma 3.1.5, we have Qsn+1 = sn for all n 2 N. Thus(sn)n2N is a She�er sequence.It follows from �Qk sn = � sn�k = �nk with k = 0 that � sn = �0n. Since A�1 sn(0) =qn(0) = �0n by De�nition 2.3.1 and deg sn = n for all n 2 N, the results follows.d) Since (sn)n2N is a basis for P , it su�ces to note that � sn = �0n = qn(0) = A�1 sn(0). 2The operator A of the above theorem is called invertible operator.Corollary 3.1.7 Let (sn)n2N be a strict sense She�er sequence for the delta operator Q withbasic sequence (qn)n2N and invertible operator A. Let (gn)n2N be the coe�cient sequence of(qn)n2N and let g be the formal power series de�ned by g(t) :=P1n=0 gn tn. Then the followingformal generating function identity holds:1Xn=0 sn(x) tn = f(g(t)) ex g(t);where A = f(D).Proof: De�ne s(t) :=P1n=0 sn(x) tn. It follows from Theorem 2.3.9a that A =P1k=0 sk(0)Qk.Hence, we have A = s(Q). Since g0 = 0, the formal power series is invertible (w.r.t. tocomposition, cf. Niven (1969)). Hence, there exists a formal power series f such that s =f � g. By Theorem 2.3.9b, we have A = f(g(Q)) = f(D). The result now follows fromCorollary 3.1.4. 2Corollary 3.1.8 Let Q be a delta operator with basic sequence (qn)n2N.23



a) The sequence (sn)n2N de�ned by sn(x) := (n + 1) qn+1(x)x (x 6= 0) and sn(0) := (n +1) (qn+1)0(0) is a She�er sequence.b) The sequence (sn)n2N de�ned by sn := (qn+1)0 is a She�er sequence.Proof: a) Recall that qn(0) = 0 for n � 1. Then (sn)n2N is a She�er sequence by Theo-rem 3.1.6b, since sn = (Q0)�1 qn by Theorem 2.4.4d.b) By Theorem 2.3.9b, Dqn+1 = Pn+1k=0 gk qn�k . Thus s0 = g1 6= 0 and (sn)n2N is a She�ersequence by Theorem 3.1.3. 2We now extend the Expansion Theorems 2.3.8 and 2.3.9 to She�er sequences.Theorem 3.1.9 Let (sn)n2N be a She�er sequence with delta operator Q and let A be thelinear operator on P de�ned by Aqn := sn.a) For all p 2 P, we have p = 1Xk=0 (A�1Qkp)(0) sk:b) If T is a linear shift-invariant operator, thenT = 1Xk=0 (Tsk(0))A�1QkProof: a) Apply Theorem 2.3.8 to p = A �A�1 p� and use shift-invariance.b) Apply Theorem 2.3.9 to T = A�1 (AT ) and use shift-invariance. 2Theorem 3.1.6 enables us to generalize Theorem 2.4.7 to She�er sequences.Theorem 3.1.10 Let Q be a delta operator with basic sequence (qn)n2N. Let (sn)n2N be aShe�er sequence for Q and let A be the linear operator on P de�ned by Aqn := sn. Thefollowing are equivalent for a sequence (rn)n2N of polynomials:a) (rn)n2N is a She�er sequence and there exists a basic sequence (pn)n2N such that rn =Apn for all n 2 N.b) there exists a sequence (n)n2N with 0 = 0 and 1 6= 0 such that rn =Pnk=0 k�n sk forall n 2 N.Proof: `a ) b' Since (pn)n2N is a basic sequence, Theorem 2.4.7 yields the existence of asequence (n)n2N with 0 = 0 such that pn = Pnk=0 k�n qk for all n 2 N. Since deg p1 = 1(Remark 2.3.2), we have 1 6= 0. Since Aqn = sn for all n 2 N, it follows that rn = Apn =Pnk=0 k�n sk for all n 2 N.`b ) a' De�ne polynomials pn (n 2 N) by pn := Pnk=0 k�n qk . Since 0 = 0 and 1 6= 0, itfollows from Theorem 2.4.7 and Theorem 2.3.7 that (pn)n2N is a basic sequence. Moreover, itis obvious that Apn = rn for all n 2 N since Aqn = sn. It follows from Theorem 3.1.6b that(rn)n2N is a strict sense She�er sequence. 2As a corollary to Theorem 3.1.10, we now derive a Rodrigues Formula for She�er sequences (cf.Theorem 2.4.4d). This form of the Rodrigues Formula is due to Avramjonok (see Avramjonok(1977)). 24



Theorem 3.1.11 (Avramjonok) Let Q be a delta operator with basic sequence (qn)n2N.Let (sn)n2N be a She�er sequence for Q and let A be the linear operator on P de�ned byAqn := sn for all n 2 N. Then we haven sn(x) = �x �Q0��1 + �Q0��1 A0A�1� sn�1(x): (13)Proof: By Theorem 2.4.4d, we have n qn(x) = x (Q0)�1 qn�1(x) for all n � 1 and all x.Writing qk = A�1Aqk (k = n � 1; n), we obtain n sn(x) = Ax (Q0)�1 A�1 sn�1(x). By thede�nition of Pincherle derivative, we may write Ax = xA + A0. Substituting this into theexpression for n sn(x), we obtain the result. 23.2 Lattice path countingIn this subsection we show a glimpse of the powerful umbral methods developed by Nieder-hausen for solving recurrences and lattice path counting. For overviews of his results, we referto Niederhausen (1986a) and Niederhausen (1997).Many recursions can be written in the form Qsn = sn�1, where Q is a delta operator. Asa toy example, let r(n;m) be the number of lattice paths from (0; 0) to (n;m) with unitsteps in the direction (1; 0) or (0; 1). Of course, a standard combinatorial argument yieldsthat r(n;m) = �m+nn �. Let us see how this �ts in with She�er polynomials. Suppose thatthere exist a She�er sequence (sn)n2N such that sn(m) = r(n;m). If we can construct such asequence, then this assumption is justi�ed. The standard recursionr(n;m) = r(n;m� 1) + r(n� 1; m)translates into (I �E�1) sn = sn�1:It follows from Example 2.4.5c that qn(x) = �x+n�1n � are the basic polynomials of the deltaoperator I�E�1. Obviously, r(n; 0) = 1 for all n, i.e. sn(0) = 1 for all n. Let A the invertibleoperator of (sn)n2N, i.e. Aqn = sn. The Operator Expansion Theorem yields thatA = 1Xk=0 sk(0) �I �E�1�k = �I � (I �E�1��1 = E1:Thus, sn(m) = E1 qn(m) = �n+mn �.If the lattice paths are required to satisfy bounds as in the ballot problem, then furthertechniques (e.g. reection principles) are needed. Niederhausen has shown that the UmbralCalculus provides tools that yield closed expressions for the number of lattice paths withcomplicated boundaries. The simplest case is the case of an a�ne boundary.Theorem 3.2.1 If (qn)n2N is the basic sequence of a delta operator Q, then the She�ersequence (sn)n2N de�ned bysn(x) := nXk=0 yk x� an� cx� ak � c qn�k(x� ak � c)has the initial values snan+ c = yn for all n.25



Proof: First note since the shift-operators are invertible, a shifted She�er sequence is againShe�er for the same delta operator. By Example 3.1.8, the polynomials (n+ 1) qn+1(x)x forma She�er sequence for Q. Combining this, we see that the polynomials rn de�ned byrn(x) := x� an � cx� c qn(x� c) = qn(x� c)� a n qn(x� c)x� cis She�er for Q. Moreover, direct computation yields that rn(an + c) = �0n. Now note thatx�an�cx�ak�c qn�k(x� ak � c) = rn�k(x� ak). Hence,sn = nXk=0 yk rn�k(x� ak):It is now straightforward to verify that (sn)n2N is She�er with initial values snan+ c = ynfor all n. 2Repeated application of the above theorem yields expressions for the case where the boundaryis piecewise a�ne. For two-sided boundaries, Niederhausen introduces She�er splines (func-tions that are piecewise She�er polynomials); for details we refer to Niederhausen (1986a).Niederhausen also shows how to solve more general operator equations. For details, we referto Niederhausen (1986a) and Niederhausen (1997).4 Extensions of the Umbral CalculusThe setting of the Umbral Calculus that we have studied is a theory of polynomials and shift-invariant operators. However, the main ideas of the Umbral Calculus (basic sequences, deltaoperators, expansion theorems, umbral operators, etc.) can be extended to other settings.In this section we briey mention some of these extensions. For a overview we refer to DiBucchianico and Loeb (1995).The Umbral Calculus is built on shift-invariant operators. In fact, one can prove that thisis the class of linear operators on P that commute with the di�erentiation operator. Sincethe basic theory of Umbral Calculus does not use analytic properties of di�erentiation, it isnot surprising that there exists versions of the Umbral Calculus based on other operatorsthat the di�erentiation operator. In fact, an Umbral Calculus exists for every linear operatorthat reduces the degree of a polynomial by one as shown in the papers Kreid (1990a), Kreid(1990b), Markowsky (1978) and Viskov (1978). However, these papers lack explicit examples.An interesting class of operators that yields many explicit examples is the class of generalizeddi�erentiation operators. The idea goes back to Ward (1936).Let (cn)n2N be a sequence of nonzero numbers. De�ne the generalized di�erentiation operatorDc by Dcc = 0 and Dcxncn = xn�1cn�1for n � 1. Important choices of (cn)n2N are:� cn = n!: this yields the ordinary di�erentiation operator26



� cn = 1: this yields the divided di�erence calculus with Dcp(x) = (p(x) � p(0)=x andshift operators Eyc p(x) = x p(x)� y p(y)x� y :See Hirschhorn and Raphael (1992) and Verde-Star (1988) for more details.� cn = ���n ��1: this yields an Umbral Calculus for Gegenbauer polynomials (see Sec-tion 6.3 of Roman (1984)).� cn = (2n)!: this Umbral Calculus is coined the Hyperbolic Umbral Calculus in Di Buc-chianico and Loeb (1996b), since the shift operators can be expressed as Eyc p(x) =cosh �pyDc�, with Dc = Dx2 +D, where D denotes the ordinary di�erentiation oper-ator.� cn = (1�q) (1�q2):::(1�qn)(1�q)n : this leads to a q-Umbral Calculus (see Roman (1985) andSection 6.4 of Roman (1984)).5 Epilogue: Classical Umbral CalculusThese lectures started with a mysterious 19th century manipulation rule in which a sequenceof scalars a0; a1; a2; : : : is treated as a sequence of powers 1; �; �2; : : : of a variable � calledan umbra. Using a 20th century approach to linear algebra, we were able to replace thismanipulation rule with operator calculations. Although rigorous and powerful, the feeling of`witchcraft' that surrounds the 19th Umbral Calculus is lost in this 20th century operatorversion. It would be nice if there would be a rigorous version of the Umbral Calculus that is asclose as possible to the original version. Recently, Rota and collaborators have succeeded in�nding the key to a rigorous version of the 19th century Umbral Calculus. Their results (theso-called \Classical Umbral Calculus") can be found in the papers Rota and Taylor (1993),Rota and Taylor (1994), Di Crescenzo and Rota (1994) and Cerasoli (1995).The main idea is to consider a linear functional on polynomials, called eval below, so thateval(�n) = an.A classical umbral calculus consists of three types of data:1. a polynomial ring k[A; x]. The variables belonging to the set A will be denoted byGreek letters, and are called umbrae.2. a linear functional eval : k[A; x]! k[x] such that(a) eval(1) = 1,(b) eval(�i�j � � �kxn) = xneval(�i)eval(�j) � � �eval(k),for distinct umbrae �; �; : : : ;  2 A and i; j; � � � ; k � 0.3. A distinguished umbra, " 2 A, satisfying eval("i) = �0;i where � is the Kronecker delta.A polynomial p 2 k[A] is called an umbral polynomial. In order to avoid the troubles ofthe 19th century Umbral Calculus, we now introduce two(!) di�erent type of \equality".27



De�nition 5.0.2 Two umbral polynomials p; q 2 k[A] are said to be� umbrally equivalent, written p ' q, when eval(p) = eval(q).� exchangeable, written p � q, when eval(pn) = eval(qn) for all n.These are the basic de�nitions; for advanced calculations there are more de�nitions (see thepapers cited above).Let us perform some calculations to get a feeling for these de�nitions. If � and � are ex-changeable umbrae representing the sequence (an)n2N, then(�+ �)2 ' 4 a2;but (�+ �)2 ' �2 + 2�� + �2 ' 2 a2 + 2a21:Thus �+ � is umbrally equivalent, but in general not exchangeable to 2�. This explains themajor source of incorrect umbral manipulations.We now conclude these lecture notes by returning to the Bernoulli example that we startedwith. Let � be an umbra representing the Bernoulli numbers Bn as de�ned by the generatingfunction (1), i.e. �n ' Bn. It follows thate� x ' xex � 1 :The umbral derivation of the recursion that we gave in Section 1 is now perfectly legal. Formore Bernoulli computations (with di�erent starting de�nitions), we refer to Rota and Taylor(1994) and Di Crescenzo and Rota (1994). An umbral treatment of generalized Bernoullinumbers can be found in Cerasoli (1995).ReferencesAppell, P. (1880). Sur une classe de polynômes. Ann. Sci. Ecole Norm. Sup (2) 9, 119{144.Avramjonok, A. (1977). The theory of operators (n-dimensional case) in combinatorialanalysis (Russian). In Combinatorial analysis and asymptotic analysis no. 2, pp. 103{113. Krasnojarsk: Krasnojarsk Gos. Univ. (MR 80c:05017).Barnabei, M. (1985). Lagrange inversion in in�nitely many variables. J. Math. Anal.Appl. 108, 198{210. (MR 86j:05023).Bell, E. (1938). The history of Blissard's symbolic calculus, with a sketch of the inventor'slife. Amer. Math. Monthly 45, 414{421. (Zbl. 19, 389).Bell, E. (1940). Postulational bases for the umbral calculus. Amer. J. Math. 62, 717{724.(MR 2, 99).Cerasoli, M. (1995). Integer sequences and umbral calculus. Rend. Accad. Naz. Sci. XLMem. Mat. Appl. 19, 101{110. (MR 97d:05023).Chihara, T. (1978). An Introduction to Orthogonal Polynomials. Gordon and Breach.28
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